
An Ode To Rod Power
Dedicated to John Williams

We got here on Sunday, we packed in the bus
We travelled in darkness, near eighty of us

To Fiji SBP 2004
We arrived knowing little but now we know more

We wrapped up on Thursday, excited and vocal
I put on my sandals and looked like a local

I might have gone fishing or down to the beach
But Willy’s a bastard and asked for a speech

The letter said Lisa, please mention Rod Power
I’ve known the guy for what, half an hour?
I met him on Tuesday, he said to me smugly

You should sue John for that photo, it’s ugly

We ate some we drank some we laughed and we wept
Some were awoken and some never slept

Colin’s a legend and Jackie’s a God
And Ross is the Master but what about Rod?

I looked in the book and I read his statistics
On human strategics and Neuro Linguistics

And Neuro Semantics and cognitive too
And I thought, that’s impressive, but what does he do?

The Think Tanks were Super the people were keen
Greg Dixon made yellows and blues into green

Joan was inspiring and John was a star
And hang on, here’s something – Rod plays the guitar.

I had 90 seconds, I’m sure that you’re smitten
But this is like one of Shaun’s scripts. Overwritten

So rather than edit, I’ll finish it here
I ask that you please raise your glass or your beer

And turn to a colleague you’ve met on the way
And toast them good luck for the future, today

In business in life, every day every hour
Remember that knowledge alone isn’t power

Using that knowledge is one crucial factor
I’m not sure who said it; I think he’s an actor

Bula, Vinaka, Ka Ki Te Ano
To SBP FIJI 2004.
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